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Race matters. "Too often scholars discuss mobility in the abstract, assuming or omitting the highly consequential matter of the identity of those who move and its eff ects on how they move." 1 Th is special issue on Mobility and Race has invited contributors to rethink how unequal relations of power inherent in both mobility and race shape a racialized mobility politics. Th e articles that follow examine what Cotten Seiler has called the "racialization of mobility," 2 meaning the ways in which "the modern practices and institutions of mobility have been and remain highly racialized." 3 In this special issue, Tim Cresswell explores the mutual constitution of blackness and mobility in the context of the United States; Sarah Sharma and Armond R. Towns examine the production of whiteness during Los Angeles gang tours; Amie McLean examines hierarchies of race and mobility in the long haul trucking industry in British Columbia, Canada; Bradley Rink explores the eff ects of relational practices and micropolitics of race, class, and identity on one South African bus service; and Tamara Vukov examines how mobility becomes racialized at the "smart" border. Th ese articles are linked through their focus on intersections of racial politics and mobility politics in three white-settler countries: the United States, Canada, and South Africa.
Th e notion of racial politics posits that a wide variety of unequal relations of power shape, and are shaped, through the racialization of some groups and not others in diff erent contexts, eras, and encounters. In white-settler countries such as Canada, the United States, South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand, the notion of racial politics further posits that diff erential racialization is mapped onto a racial ascendancy, which is based on a hierarchy of white over dark. A racial ascendancy endures in white-settler countries centuries after Europeans colonized Indigenous territories and after other peoples from many corners of the world have migrated to these countries. 4 In South Africa's case, the racial ascendancy was state-sanctioned further in the form of apartheid from 1948 to 1994. Unequal relations of power in everyday and institutionalized forms give racism its multiple and pernicious dimensions, aid in securing the continued dominance of whiteness, and galvanize critical race theorizing and other forms of activism. 5 Th is special issue addresses these matters by considering race as a consequence of mobility politics. 6 Th e notion of mobility politics posits that unequal relations of power shape, and are shaped through mobility. 7 Despite scholarly attention paid in recent years to how multiple and diff erential mobilities shape mobility politics, for example, in relation to gender, sexuality, dis/ability, and age, 8 surprisingly little scholarship currently focuses on intersections of mobility and race. Th e latter takes diff erent forms at diff erent scales, and in diff erent times and places, but too often these have been addressed in widely disparate disciplinary fi elds such as migration studies, transport studies, cultural studies, surveillance studies, and postcolonial studies. We believe that mobilities research and critical race theorizing can be productively brought together to further expose the dynamic processes of racialization that take place across diff erent scales and time. Th is special issue is important because, undeniably, "nearly every aspect of our everyday lives is shaped in crucial ways by race," 9 including mobility.
In this special issue we propose to explore these questions: How do mobility and race intersect in historical and contemporary practices, experiences, and representations? How can race and mobilities be brought together, theoretically and methodologically, in studies of transportation, communication, and media that open up new perspectives? How can a deeper historicization of colonial and postcolonial paradigms of racial mobilities inform how we understand race and mobility today?
Histories of human migration and histories of transportation are crucial starting points for thinking about the relation between theories of race and mobilities in white-settler countries. Studies of the transatlantic slave trade emphasize that from the fi fteenth to the nineteenth century there was an interconnected transoceanic economy connecting Africa, the West Indies, North America, and Europe, into a world economy that led to the displacement of indigenous populations, the massive coerced migration of Africans, and the migrations of Europeans into the new World, including the expulsion of the Jews from Spain and Portugal in the fi fteenth century; the migration of indentured contract laborers from India and China into the Caribbean in the nineteenth century; the movements of people within and beyond the Caribbean in search of employment especially in the mid-to late twentieth century; the ongoing fl ow of migrants from Central America and Mexico into the United States today; the steady rotation into Canada from Mexico, the Caribbean, and the Philippines of temporary workers who labor in homes as nannies and domestics or on farms as seasonal pickers; and the ongoing fl ow of undocumented laborers into South Africa from neighboring countries. Some of these migrants and temporary workers send a large amount of their wages home in the form of remittances in order to support their families, thus further extending the transoceanic economy into the current era.
Th ese histories of human migration and encounters across diff erence have imbued race with signifi cant meanings that are contingent on time, place, and mobility politics. For example, in mid-summer 2015, more than 200,000 Haitians and Dominicans of Haitian descent faced expulsion from the Dominican Republic, although many can trace their family roots in the country over eight decades. 11 In light of the threat, Haitian American author Edwidge Danticat commented, "[t]hese days, it seems that black bodies are more threatened than they have ever been so far in this century." 12 Without eliding the daily tragedies playing out across Europe as thousands of Syrian and other African refugees risk their lives to reach European countries, or ignoring Australia's controversial detention of asylum seekers who reach its borders in rickety ships and boats, or glossing xenophobic attacks on migrant workers in Durban, Johannesburg, and other parts of South Africa, or overlooking the unsolved disappearance and murder of thousands of Indigenous women in Canada including many along a stretch of highway now called "Th e Highway of Tears," 13 in the months leading up to the publication of this special issue, the U.S.-based Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement gained momentum in the wake of video-recorded violent arrests or deaths of African-American men who were in police custody.
14 BLM activists assert that the victims were racially profi led while driving, then detained and permanently immobilized by police.
Th is racial profi ling, commonly known as DWB (Driving While Black or While Brown), 15 and DWI (Driving While Indian), 16 describes the frequency with which racialized automobile drivers are stopped by police, detained, and sometimes searched. Th is surveillance practice, which impedes the automobility of racialized drivers and ascribes criminal intent, is a familiar example of how mobility and race intersect, though it is often not connected to its deeper historical antecedents in slavery and the control of mobility. 17 Scholarship on intersections of mobility and race has focused largely on automobilities because of its signifi cance in modern life. 18 For example, in an essay titled, "Driving While Black," Paul Gilroy has analyzed the deep link between racial cultural performances of automobility and the African-American search for freedom, arguing that "automobiles acquired a particular significance in the context of the U.S. racial nomos-a legal and spatial order-that secured segregation and promoted the reproduction of racial hierarchy." 19 Gilroy argues that a "distinctive history of propertylessness and material deprivation" actually "have inclined African Americans towards a disproportionate investment" in automobiles and a "receptivity to the pleasures of auto-autonomy as a means of escape, transcendence, and, perhaps fl eetingly, also of resistance." 20 Gordon Pirie notes a similar regard of singular black drivers in the context of apartheid South Africa. 21 In a testament to how race and mobility are coproduced, Pirie argues that "[r]epetitive apartheid mobility practice sedimented a mobility pigmentocracy." Historians of transportation, race, and mobility have contributed further important understandings to the relation between racial politics and transportation systems through which mobility was controlled. Racialized mobility systems in the United States originate in the system of slavery and its coercive and violent controls over black mobility. 23 But modern unequal mobility regimes are also grounded in the reactions against the abolition of slavery and the backlash against the Reconstruction era, which produced eff orts at segregation codifi ed as Jim Crow laws. Th is led into a long history of confl icts over segregated street cars and public transit in the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century; the Great Migration out of the South and into the Northern Cities largely in the 1920s-1930s, with the Pullman Porters becoming the largest black employer in the country; and then the crucial struggles of the Civil Rights era to gain equitable access to urban transit systems and public spaces along with voting rights, education and other elements of full citizenship, exemplifi ed by the fi gure of Rosa Parks. 24 In the United States, since the age of abolition, historians have detailed specifi c regional histories of some of the racial politics of automobility and transit, highlighting the experience of African Americans. 25 In the nineteenth century, for example, whites used streetcar segregation to establish racial categories and boundaries, and shape urban space. 26 Th rough the use of these innovative "clean" vehicles, whiteness became linked with new technology, speed, and industrial modernization. According to Geoff Zylstra, "Th e measure of control that streetcar companies and conductors exerted over the streetcars was an eff ort to reproduce white dominance and privilege by making these benefi ts appear to be a natural part of the social and technological organization of the city." 27 In the twentieth century, whites would instead use automobility to "secede" to the suburbs. 28 In both Canada and the United States, the national railroad was an important site where racial politics and transportation systems intersected. Th e Pacifi c Coast portion of the national Railway in Canada was built on appropriated Indigenous lands and, as in the United States, was constructed by thousands of male Chinese migrants who labored under dangerous conditions and were then blocked by the federal governments of the day from bringing over their wives and children either to Canada or the United States.
In South Africa, the historical role of transport technologies in racializing mobilities occurred even in the context of pre-apartheid politics. Writing about train travel in the decades before offi cial apartheid in South Africa, Gordon Pirie notes that "fare-based travel classes which had been previously open to people of any race acquired connotation of colour: 'First Class' came to mean 'Whites Only'; 'Th ird Class' was short for 'Blacks Only.' In an infi nitely complex and fl uid lexicon, 'Second Class' denoted any seating arrangement that testy or tired conductors and passengers would tolerate at one or another moment." 29 Th ese particular histories of transportation highlight that racial politics often intersect with gender and class dynamics, which also shape and are shaped by mobility politics. Th ere is also a more contemporary literature within the fi eld of transportation equity that has highlighted the inequitable race and class distribution of transport access today. 30 Th is has created what Cresswell calls the "mobility poor," who in the United States are predominantly black, Latino/a, and racialized immigrant populations. Racial and class inequalities are a crucial axis for the diff erentiation of network capital, arising out of long histories in the United States, Canada, and South Africa of racial and class discrimination in mobility rights and freedoms, which carried over into the age of automobility. 31 Mobility and race have intersected historically, and they intersect today, in unequal relations of power that make mobility racially loaded in particular moments while also making racial processes, racialized spaces, racialized identities, including whiteness, deeply contingent on diff erential mobilities. We introduce this special issue with Tim Cresswell's article, "Black Moves: Moments in the History of African-American Masculine Mobilities," which productively explores the mutual constitution of blackness and mobility through a series of vignettes. While not being exhaustive, these brief glimpses at racialized mobilities point toward the diff erent scales and registers of mobilities research, being concerned with bodily movements such as sports, dancing, or simply walking, and their relation to policing; vehicular movements such as driving or riding transit; and transnational movements such as the slave trade and migration. Each of these produces racialized space in diff erent ways, and is accompanied by diff erent narratives about race. Cresswell's concept of "black moves" off ers a new lens for bringing into focus how race makes mobilities, and mobilities make race. Th is piece connects directly to Sarah Sharma and Armond R. Towns's "Ceasing Fire and Seizing Time: LA Gang Tours and the White Control of Mobility," which focuses on "white moves" and the ways in which "white mobility" produces racial space. Th rough a study of LA Gang Tours through South Central, Los Angeles, this article demonstrates how whiteness is enacted through privileged ways of moving with security, even in areas that are experienced by inhabitants as insecure. Th is experience of "safe passage" then becomes a pretext and justifi cation for white gentrifi cation, "paving the way" for white control of mobility.
We then turn to Amie McLean's "'Four Guys and a Hole in the Floor: Racial Politics of Mobility and Excretion among BC-Based Long Haul Truckers," which looks at white truckers' racializing narratives in the long haul trucking industry in British Columbia. Here the emphasis is on the construction of Indo-Canadians as "bad" mobile subjects, and how this contributes to the racial distinction of white Canadians as "good" mobile subjects, and as more legitimate citizens. Th is piece brings out how relations between race and mobilities span multiple scales at once, entangling interpretations of the meanings of the vehicle, the highway, and international migration.
Turning to another setting of vehicular motion, Bradley Rink's "Race and the Micropolitics of Mobility: Mobile Autoethnography on a South African Bus Service," explores intersections of race, class, and identity during a daily commute from a Cape Town suburb in South Africa. Rink draws on elements of mobilities theory to bring out the embodied aspects of mobility inequality on the mundane daily bus journey, shedding light on the relation between the micropolitics and macropolitics of race, mobility, and propinquity in the specifi c context of post-apartheid South Africa.
Finally, the special issue is rounded out with a more theoretically informed piece by Tamara Vukov, who explores algorithmic and biopolitical means of racializing mobility control through the "smart" border. In "Target Practice: Th e Algorithmics and Biopolitics of Race in Emerging Smart Border Practices and Technologies," Vukov shows how the technologies that are alleged to avoid racial profi ling by being more neutral, objective, and "smart" are in fact deeply implicated in the reproduction of racialized mobility regimes. Working at the intersection of mobility, media studies, and critical surveillance and race studies, she analyzes how four specifi c border technologies (biometrics, movement sensors, autonomous machines, and algorithmic data analysis) remake and extend the kinds of racialized mobility control highlighted by Seiler and by Cresswell.
